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Introduction 
 
This anthology from the fringe examines our culture’s obsession with taboos and the 
added temptation that forbidden pleasures bring. Warnings of danger and peril only 
heighten our desire for those things we have been told are bad, wrong and have been 
warned against doing.Postmodernists and surrealists come together in these pages with 
renegade horror and sci-fiction authors to re-envision what is “acceptable.” By turns 
humorous and horrific then shocking and alluring, the authors dissect those very impulses 
we deny in our everyday lives.While navigating the minefield of gender relations and 
plotting explorations into the landscape of the other, this volume is all-inclusive in scope. 
It allows for every lifestyle and viewpoint, no matter how unlikely or bizarre. This 
literary experiment on human desire opens up many possibilities including the chance 
that the ultimate disaster might very well prove to be the most compelling 
temptation.Simon Logan’s story “Surgery” received an honorable mention in The Year’s 
Best Fantasy & Horror 2005. 
 
 

Things to Think about While Reading 
 

This anthology was intended as a sequel to the Sick anthology in the wake of Sick's 
popularity. Does Tempting Disaster feel like a "part 2" or is it a stand-alone book?  
 
 

Discussion Questions 
 

What is the prevailing opinion about love in this anthology? Is there a cohesive 
presentation of love between the authors, or do they each have their own interpretation?  
 
How does religion intrude in the realm of sex here? How does sex intrude on religion in 
this book? 
 
The book opens with four violent stories in a row. Are these more or less disturbing than 
the less violent but more surreal contributions to the anthology?  
 
Is the commodification of sexuality touched on in this anthology? If so, what is the 
verdict on such commodification?  
 
In what ways could this book be considered offensive? Do you feel that people and/or 
society need to be offended from time to time in order to grow? If that is not an 
acceptable function of art then in which ways do you feel stories like these should be 
constrained? 
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